The lack of a common benchmark for the evaluation of the gaze estimation task from RGB and RGB-D data is a serious limitation for distinguishing the advantages and disadvantages of the many proposed algorithms found in the literature. This paper intends to overcome this limitation by introducing a novel database along with a common framework for the training and evaluation of gaze estimation approaches. In particular, we have designed this database to enable the evaluation of the robustness of algorithms with respect to the main challenges associated to this task: i) Head pose variations; ii) Person variation; iii) Changes in ambient and sensing conditions and iv) Types of target: screen or 3D object.
Introduction
In recent years there has been a growing interest in accurate and reliable gaze estimation systems, due to their potential importance in the development of diverse applications related to human computer interfaces, entertainment, marketing, assistance of people with disabilities, etc. Moreover, gaze is also of high interest in the sociology and psychology research where it is considered to be one of the most important cues in non-verbal behavior analysis.
Significant efforts have been devoted to the design of automatic gaze tracking solutions, leading to methods which differ according to their sensing technique and principles: from -highly intrusiveelectro-oculography to more flexible video-oculography [Hansen and Ji 2010] (i.e. gaze tracking relying on video input). Solutions are available in the market, but most of them rely on costly and specialized hardware such as calibrated setups of infra-red (IR) light sources and IR cameras [Guestrin and Eizenman 2006] , limiting the applications and conditions under which they properly function.
Natural light based methods are the best candidates in terms of availability, cost and potential applications. Two main approach categories can be identified in the literature: model-based, that leverage parametric and geometric description of the gaze observations but often require high-resolution images to extract the gaze features through for instance, the iris and pupil fitting techniques [Ishikawa et al. 2004; Winfield and Parkhurst 2005] ; and appearance based methods avoiding this fitting by inferring a mapping from the high-dimensional image data to the low-dimensional space of gaze parameters that can be learned from data [Baluja and Pomerleau 1994; Noris et al. 2010; Lu et al. 2011] , making them adequate to handle low-resolution images. Nevertheless, gaze estimation from remote standard (RGB) cameras remains a very difficult task. The challenges are numerous: person variability, head pose variations, eyelid movements, illumination conditions, specular reflections, image resolution and contrast.
Even though the evaluations made by researchers have clearly advanced the development of gaze tracking technologies, one seldom finds evaluations done on the same data and conditions. This makes it difficult to clearly compare algorithms and identify their advantages and disadvantages. The main reason is the lack of a standard benchmark dataset.
We intend to fill this gap by releasing a database for gaze estimation from remote RGB, and RGB-D (standard vision and depth), cameras. We have designed the recording methodology in order to systematically include, and isolate, most of the variables which affect the remote gaze estimation algorithms: i) Head pose variations; ii) Person variation; iii) Changes in ambient and sensing conditions and iv) Types of target: screen or 3D object. We have also defined a set of benchmarks which are intended to evaluate each one of these aspects in an independent manner, and pre-processed the data to extract and provide complementary observations (e.g. head pose) helping researchers to focus on only a subset of the problem if wanted. To our knowledge, this is the first dataset to be made publicly available for this task. We believe this is an important contribution to the community, and we therefore encourage researchers to develop gaze estimation algorithms and to report results using this data. Please visit our website to obtain this dataset 1 .
We summarize below the main aspects of the dataset. Section 2 describes the recording methodology and sessions of the dataset. Section 3 summarizes the pre-processed information provided along with the data. Section 4 provides a description on how to use this dataset, including the definition of different benchmark protocols. Section 5 illustrate the usage of this dataset by evaluating the performance of a gaze estimation method under one of the defined protocols. Finally Section 6 raises some conclusions and perspectives. Further details (protocols, methodology and results) are provided in the technical report [Funes Mora et al. 2014 ].
Data
Set-up. The recording setup is as shown in Fig. 1 , and comprises the elements described below along with their purpose or function:
• Kinect: this consumer device provides standard (RGB) and Depth video streams at VGA resolution (640 × 480) and 30fps.
• HD camera: the Kinect was designed with a large field of view imposing less restriction on user mobility but this is problematic for eye tracking based on VGA resolution. Therefore, we also recorded the scene with a full HD camera (1920x1080) at 25fps.
• LEDs: 5 LEDs visible to both cameras were used to synchronize the RGB-D and HD streams. • Flat screen: we used a 24" screen to display a visual target.
• Small ball: we used a 4cm diameter ball as a visual target with a double purpose: to serve as a visual target in a 3D environment and be discriminative in both RGB and depth data such that its 3D position could be precisely tracked (see Section 3)
As shown in Fig. 1 , the cameras are right below the computer screen, such that the eyes of the participant are observed from below and minimize eyelid occlusions. Participants were asked to sit in front of the setup at a distance depending on the type of visual target (see next paragraphs), and to gaze the specified visual target. Speaking activity and facial expressions were not restricted. Recording sessions. In order to evaluate different aspects of gaze estimation algorithms, we designed a set of recording sessions, each one characterized by a combination of the four main variables that can affect gaze estimation accuracy: visual target, head pose, participant and recording conditions. These are described below: Visual Target. It is the object which the participant was requested to gaze at. To be representative of different applications, we included the following cases: Discrete screen target (DS), where a small circle was uniformly drawn every 1.1 seconds on random locations in the computer screen; Continuous screen target (CS), in which the circle was programmed to move along a random trajectory for 2s, to obtain examples with smoother gaze movement; 3D floating target (FT): a ball with a 4cm diameter hanging from a thin thread attached to a stick that was moved within a 3D region between the camera and the participant. In contrast to the screen target, the participant was at a larger distance (1.2m instead of 80-90cm) from the camera to allow sufficient space for the target to move. Recording conditions. For participant 14, 15 and 16, some sessions were recorded twice, in two different conditions (denoted A or B): different day, illumination and distance to the camera. Sessions summary. We recorded 94 sessions of 2 to 3 minutes, for a total of more than 4 hours of data. Each session is denoted by the string "P-C-T-H" which refers to the participant P=(1-16), the recording conditions C=(A or B), the target T=(DS, CS or FT) and the head pose H=(S or M) respectively. See Fig. 2 for examples.
Data processing
Besides the raw data itself, we also provide additional information that is essential for deriving ground truth measures or simply useful to exploit the dataset and run experiments. More details on how we estimated them can be found in [Funes Mora et al. 2014] .
RGB-D sensor calibration. We provide the calibration parameters for the RGB-D stereo ensemble, which were obtained using an open source calibration toolbox [Herrera C. et al. 2012] . This allows to combine the RGB-D data into a textured 3D surface.
RGB-D to screen calibration. We provide the calibration between the camera coordinate system (3D) and the 2D screen coordinates. RGB-D and HD camera synchrony and calibration. The HD data was synchronized with the RGB-D video stream thanks to the use of the 5 LEDs [Funes Mora et al. 2014 ]. In addition, standard stereo calibration between the two cameras was achieved. Head pose and eyes tracking. For each participant we created a 3D mesh corresponding to his/her specific facial shape by fitting a 3D Morphable Model [Paysan et al. 2009 ] to depth data using the method described in [Funes Mora and Odobez 2012] . Furthermore, given this template, we tracked the 3D head pose using the Iterative Closest Points (ICP) algorithm, from which an approximate location of the eyeballs within the camera 3D space was then derived. Floating target tracking. For the recording sessions using a ball as visual target, we provide the 3D center of the ball at every time step t, computed using chromatic filtering and ICP fitting. Manual annotations. Further manual annotations of when the data is considered as being unreliable for gaze estimation (and evaluation) are provided. This corresponds to moments of eye blinking or when the person is distracted (not looking at the target). The manual annotations were done for the frontal sessions involving screen targets. Given the low occurrence of these cases, we currently did not label it in the other sessions (it will be considered as noise). Nevertheless, further annotations could be made if needed.
Considered tasks
In this section we describe different evaluation benchmarks that can be used to evaluate the accuracy of a gaze estimation algorithm and its robustness to different variants such as head pose, illumination conditions, etc. We first summarize the main elements of the evaluation protocol framework, including the performance measures, and then list a set of benchmarks.
Evaluation protocol and measures
This section introduces notions involved in the description of experiments: what is understood as gaze estimation algorithm; definitions of train, test and evaluation sets; and performance measures. Gaze estimation algorithm. It is denoted as a function G which, provided a training set V and test data T = {Ii, i = 1 . . . T }, outputs a set of gaze estimates
The output of the gaze estimation depends on the application. Here we consider two very common cases: A 3D gaze ray g = {o, v} defined by its origin o ∈ R 3 and a unitary vector v ∈ R 3 ; or Screen coordinates g = s ∈ R 2 (pixels) which are often used for screen based applications in HCI. Note that provided our additional information (camera-screen calibration) it is possible to infer screen coordinates from the 3D gaze ray [Funes Mora et al. 2014] . Training data. The training data consist of pairs of data (images) and associated ground truth information leading to the training set V = {(Î,ĝ)t,t = 1, . . . , N }. We consider different ways to collect these samples: Temporal, i.e. data corresponds to section(s) of a larger video; or Structured: the training data is collected in a structured manner in order to fulfill a specific requirement of the gaze estimation algorithm (e.g. to obtain the closest samples to a predefined number of points in a screen with specificĝ values). As ground truth data, we used the 3D locationĝ :=p ∈ R 3 of the 3D visual target, or theĝ :=ŝ ∈ R 2 screen coordinates (note that given our calibrationp can be computed fromŝ). Test data T . It is assumed to be a temporal section of a larger video within the frame index range [t0, t1]. Figure 2 : Recorded data samples using: a-c) the RGB-D camera; and d-e) the HD camera, for which a patch of 640 × 480 pixels of the original images is shown for comparison to the VGA resolution data. In these examples the participant is gazing at: a,d) the screen target with a static head pose; b) the floating target with a static head pose; c,e) the floating target while moving the head.
Evaluation data. We define as evaluation setÊ the samples used to compute an algorithm's performance. This is a subset of the test data obtained by removing the samples where either the data or the ground truth is corrupted, due to blinking and distractions, extreme head poses which compromise the eye visibility (e.g. occlusion by the nose), and train and test set intersection. Interpolation based methods and convex-hull. We considered the issue of algorithms needing test data that match the training conditions, like many appearance based methods that are mainly capable of estimating gaze only within the convex hull of the training data gaze directions. In our dataset, such condition cannot always be guaranteed, particularly when considering the floating target cases. To allow fair comparison for such methods, we will provide an evaluation set for which the test samples outside of the convex hull of eye-in-head gaze directions are taken out from the evaluation set. Users will need to report which of the evaluation sets they used for evaluation. Note that comparing performances on both the convex hull and in the full range will be interesting to distinguish algorithms which are capable of extrapolating gaze estimation (typically, those that are model-based) and those that cannot. Sensitivity. In addition to accuracy, we can report additional performance measures, like sensitivity that can be used to measure algorithm robustness under different experimental conditions.
Predefined experimental protocols
To allow comparisons between algorithms and their merit under different experimental conditions, we have defined a set of protocols that differ mainly in the recordings of our database that are used for training and testing the algorithms 2 . Notice this dataset has two main types of visual targets: 3D floating target (FT) and screen target (CS or DS). Therefore, the defined evaluation protocols can have variations according to the preferred visual target. We summarize them below. More details in [Funes Mora et al. 2014] . Protocol 1: Gaze estimation accuracy. In this protocol, we evaluate the accuracy of an algorithm H under minimal variation of all parameters which are not gaze variations. More precisely, for a session S, where the only variation is in the gaze itself, we define the training set V as the first half of S. The test set T is defined as the second half of S. The result of such experiment is the mean angular error
• . The relevant sessions can be derived from the type of visual target. Protocol 2: Robustness to head pose variations. The objective here is to measure how much the gaze accuracy decays due to head pose variations. Experiments can be conducted with the static head pose (S), and then with head pose variations (M). The average errors under both conditions, as well as the sensitivity of the algorithm to head pose variations are then reported. Protocol 3: Person dependence. The goal is to evaluate how well a method H generalize to unseen users. This can be conducted using a leave-one-person-out experimental set-up. Protocol 4: Condition variations. Finally, in this case the goal is to study the generalization properties of a method H to different conditions. To this end, experiments can be conducted for participants 12, 13 and 14 for which recording sessions under different set-up and illumination conditions are available.
Evaluation protocol example
To illustrate the usage of the dataset, here we describe in detail the data related to one of the benchmarks: the gaze estimation accuracy protocol (Protocol 1) for the 3D floating target and using the RGB-D stream as input data for the gaze estimation algorithm. Note that this configuration is one of the most challenging cases in our dataset, for which the typical eye image size is ≈ 14 × 10 pixels.
Head pose and 3D target tracking. In Table 1 we show the total number of frames corresponding to each session, together with the number of frames for which we were able to successfully estimate the head pose or the visual target position. Note that the head pose recall is high (99.9%) as expected since in this protocol the recordings involving people with a near frontal and static head pose. The recall of visual target location is lower (69%) due to the target being outside the camera's field of view, or too close to the sensor causing missing depth data. Nevertheless, these numbers show that a large quantity of gaze labeled data is available for experimentation (around 100 seconds per recording).
Protocol sets. Each session is divided equally into two temporal sections: the first half is the training set and the second half is the test set. The test set was filtered to define the evaluation set (the criteria is described in the next section). Table 1 shows the number of samples for each set (only considering samples with known head pose and target location).
Gaze estimation method.
We implemented an RGB-D based method [Funes Mora and Odobez 2012] that relies on RGB-D data to rectify the eye images viewpoint into a canonical head pose. We Table 1 : First to third row: number of frames of the recorded video (Total), and on which the head pose or floating target position estimation succeeded. Fourth to sixth row: size of the training, test and evaluation sets for Protocol 1. Table 2 : Gaze angular error comparison for Protocol 1. The 'Head' case only uses the estimated head orientation as gaze prediction.
"P-C" (Participant-Conditions) for Session: "P"-"C"-FT-S 1-A 2-A 3-A 4-A 5-A 6-A 7-A 8-A 9-A 10-A 11-A 12-B 13-B 14-A 14-B 15-A 15-B 16-A 16-B Avg.
• ( • . Since PR-ALR is an interpolation based approach, we only considered the test samples within the convex-hull of the data used in the gaze appearance model, i.e. the evaluation set consisted of only the test samples for which the ground truth measures respected the same yaw and elevation gaze criteria. Estimation accuracy. To demonstrate the data variability, we computed the gaze angular errors obtained when assuming the participant is gazing towards the front, that is, assuming the gaze direction is given by the head pose direction. The results of the experiments are shown in Table 2 . Note that both methods output a 3D gaze ray and we used the same evaluation set such that these results are directly comparable. The angular errors shown by the "Head" case provides evidence of the large gaze variability within the data. The gaze estimation accuracy is drastically improved once the PR-ALR gaze estimation algorithm is used.
Still, the errors are high in comparison to results reported in the literature, which is mainly due to the low resolution (∼14 × 10 pixels per eye) and poor contrast (e.g. participant 7-A has black skin). In addition, outliers (blinks, distractions, etc) were not yet taken out from the evaluation set 3 .
Notice this is one of the most challenging scenarios in our database, but this experiment is adequate to demonstrate how to use the data, the defined protocols, and how to characterize an experiment.
Conclusion
We have described a novel dataset for the development and evaluation of gaze estimation algorithms from RGB or RGB-D data that addresses the need of the community for standarized benchmarks.
The database is rich and diverse as it is representative of the main challenges of this task. Most variables (head pose, person, conditions and type of target) have been systematically isolated, with the goal of properly characterizing a gaze estimator in terms of accuracy and robustness to adverse conditions.
The recording methodology, and a summary of the recorded data, have been described. We have also listed the additional information provided to the users, such as the setup calibration, target position, and head and eye tracking information. We have described in more detail an experiment which serves as usage example.
We believe this database is of high value to researchers as it will help to advance the development of gaze estimation technologies under less constrained conditions.
